
Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Christian: Bonjour Rob j'espère que tu vas bien aujourd'hui? Comment ça se passe vivre à Londres? �Rob: Christian, as a matter of fact, this is London and the agreed conversation standard is English. Do you see how complex it can be if we don't standardize our communication process? We have of course fabricated this scenario to illustrate that communication is key – but only if it is openly understood by all parties. If Christian had continued speaking in French, then his message might be difficult to understand for many. It certainly would be for me as a total non-French speaker. Don’t worry. We will be continuing in English Hi everyone I'm Rob... �Christian: Hi everyone I'm Christian



Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Christian: As Rob suggested, good communication is vital. Although I speak French, I understand that communicating in English is the standard that would be applied in this situation. And (I expect) that on most of the projects you work on, there is a main language identified by the different stakeholders. This doesn't have to be explained, it just makes sense. �Rod: From my time working in the UK, I have experienced the diverse languages that are spoken amongst its inhabitants. Especially in the AEC sector that you represent. Can I ask – how many languages, other than English, are spoken by people in your organisation? 1 or 2? 3? More??? �[if nobody puts up their hands, we can use examples of our customers where we know that multiple languages are spoken] �Yet, I would wager that you agree to mostly use English as the company standard of communication.



Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Rob: You probably picked up on Christian referring to using English as the standard. [air quotes]. As a standard way of communicating or collaborating. He certainly isn’t suggesting that work in the UK everyone must always speak English. There are likely to be circumstances where it is better or appropriate for someone to use their native language eg with partners from another country – so long as at the point of exchanging with others, the relevant standard is employed. The same goes for the technology we use within our businesses and on our projects. Mandating the use of a single language or single solution provider, is not a practical way of solving the problems you face in delivering projects. �



Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Christian: We can agree that the AEC industry involves a lot off different companies and people. The success of the project is greatly influenced by how well organized and structured the processes, communications and data flow. Standards, can be managed by an international body or can be created internally in organizations. National or international standards allows us to avoid building different versions of a standard and stop reinventing the wheel every time we step on a new project with new people. When we say the construction industry is not efficient compared to other industries, it's probably a reason why. Because everyone is trying to do this their way. �



Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
You've probably heard about this a lot. But we feel that it needs to be discussed again today if we want the industry to progress. We hear about compatibility or API connectors, it's a good thing. But Standards are the most efficient way to go. Why are standards not adopted more than that? Is it because users don't care? Who benefits from that lack of standardization? �



Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Rob: Gaining maturity, the industry actually needs more point solutions to answer the growing needs of the people doing the work. Point solutions are often created by new startup companies, end users experiencing a pain or maybe just someone with a great idea. The coding skills available amongst individuals and companies today along with the easily accessible development platforms, mean that the opportunity to develop software tools has been democratised. And these personal developers are well advised to use open standards because they know they will rely on other solutions to grow and really increase efficiency. �



Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
In fact, the future of our industry is linked to those startups coming up with new ideas all the time and deploying those solutions in an agile way. This gets the wheel of evolution spinning. Some stay, others don't. Some grow independently, some get acquired – but ultimately, they add to the fabric of available technology.



Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Christian: BIM Track is a good example of a startup, out of a french speaking province in Canada, joining the Newforma brand and opening to a lot of possibilities. BIM Track started with at its foundation BCF and IFC. Yes, in many cases we had to develop our own integrations and make our system compatible with the dominant players because they were not offering out of the box standard compliance but those open standards helped us grow faster by deploying other possibilities much quicker. And using the IFC, helped us develop our own viewer much quicker. We also developped an Open API very early in our existence to allow the access to the data and offer compatibility with other solution but alaways making sure we respect the standards and are compliant to it. We developped a connection with BCF rest APIs. I'm a firm believer that open standards are fostering in a way new solutions to emerge and allow them to quickly enter the market to find their place, or not. And this is essential to the evolution of our industry. �



Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Christian: We hear about interoperability a lot when we talk about IFC and COBie. But what about other kind of data? RFI, Submittals, Annotations, etc. At BIM Track we've put a lot of efforts on the communication aspect using the BCF schema. Ultimately, that allowed us to use a common language to connect to a lot of other platforms and create very efficient workflows. �Rob: Of course, BCF is particular to collaboration around digital models. But, there are lots of other (potentially related) areas of project information that sit outside this. We still (at this time) have to manage items such as emails, documents, contract variations, RFIs etc. And these will typically involve various point solutions. This shouldn’t be a barrier, but often it can be due to a disconnect between the tools. That is why the industry has been striving to find ways of communicating between these solutions. Typically this might involve, API’s, exchange file formats or data streams that can be transferred between solutions. We believe that the connected ecosystems are important in the creation of standards. They demonstrate value in interconnections but aren't standardized under an international agreement. But it's still a commitment towards interconnections that is naturally impacted by standards when they are available, implemented and respected. For example, Newforma doesn’t dictate how or where you should store your information. That is up to you. They do however have connectors to multiple sources and applications that allow either the transfer of data or access to data where it resides rather than moving it between systems. This means users work in the best application for the job and rely on connections between them. These connectors are developed by both the software developer themselves and their partners (other software providers) to provide an open and connected experience for users. �



Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Rob: Newforma and BIM Track share the same idea of connected solutions to create an ecosystem that increases efficiency and adapts to the industry needs. Because each stakeholder can prefer a certain platform and another stakeholder another platform, it doesn't mean they can't work together on the project without having to compile information in 2 places. �



Visual to come

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Whilst at BIM Track we've put a lot of efforts on the communication aspect using the BCF schema. Ultimately, that allowed us to use a common language to connect to a lot of other platforms and create very efficient workflows. [example] BIM Track and Newforma share the same belief in connected solutions to create an eco system that increases efficiency and adapts to industry needs. What are the advantages of an Open Ecosystem? Transparency, common understanding, and by making the information available it helps with risks identification and building trust. When you are Open Standard compliant, the information is available to all so it's easier to consume and everyone can anticipate the results. And whilst open standards should make it easier to do your work and make it clearer about how to develop products, they should not be forced into a situation that prohibits the way you need to work. This is why they need to evolve, maintained by the industry and not just a small group of people. �



Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Standards enforce organization of information. Helps push forward the idea of structuring our information to ensure full use of it. Organizing data, information, identifying the level of information required, creating validation processes, and long term evolution. Without the standard, everyone has their own way of doing it and it can be an intensive process. Even with a standard it is but at least there is a foundation to start with. It makes the journey easier. 



Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
It's easy to forget about it in an RFP or comply to a certain lobying against making Open Standards a requirement due to non-compliance. Its future is in the hands of the users and the organizations creating the RFPs. Now the challenge today we are facing is that not all standards are applied the same way or updated at the same time. This is why our integration partners and us have dedicated resources to build connections between platforms. Interoperability standards can facilitate this work a lot so that software companies could take for granted how it should be structured when they develop their feature and plan already the correct behavior. Let's be honest, lots of software companies are nervous when we talk about an open ecosystem. Because they know they will loose the revenues if the data is easily extracted out of their platform. In 2021 and moving forward, that the inly way the industry is going to move forward.



Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
You are all the drivers of the future of this industry. It starts with what are your criterias when you select a software. You have more power than you think over the industry by the choices you make. Us at Newforma BIM Track we believe in connected ecosystems and have a lot to say about it. So come and talk to us about it. �



Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
I guess Max added this one by mistake. Keeping here until we validate @chris.
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